
TOLERENCE OF RELIGION

Religious Tolerance - How has tolerance changed to New Tolerance? What is it and how does cultural relativism play
into it.

Who wrote the gospels, and when was the first canonical gospel written? If God exists, and scripture is indeed
God breathed, then surely Christianity is the single most important thing in the lives of believers. Worldview -
Learn More! The New Tolerance is just the latest byproduct of religious tolerance and moral relativism , both
of which continue to bolster the firming foundation of secular humanism in our culture. We can grow in
tolerance and love without relinquishing our own convictions. Love itself is a mysterious force that compels
us to trust and not enforce. The Old Testament teachings are quite clear on the matter - although the Jewish
tradition of reinterpretation tends to find ways that allow Jews to escape their obligation to execute anyone
caught washing his Lexus on a Saturday. Unbelievers risk some form of eternal damnation, which according
to the Dante tradition will be an eternity spent in a perpetual medieval torture chamber, while less angry
Christians prefer to consider this to take the form of separation from God or simple oblivion. As an example,
Christian fundamentalists are not all in agreement on all matters of their shared religion. Attempting to
interpret scripture to tolerate the existence of competing religions is tantamount to suggesting that Moses
descended Mount Sinai, clutching in his hands the sacred tablets of the Ten Helpful Suggestions. However, his
extreme Calvinist belief that salvation is through grace alone and that what we do is unimportant, since God
has already compiled the book of life in which damnation and salvation are pre-ordained does not sit well with
traditional evangelical belief that salvation can be achieved through the acceptance of Christ. How important
is religious belief? Historical perspectives[ edit ] The modern concept of intolerance developed out of the
religious controversies between Protestants and Catholics in 17th- and 18th-century England. Some retain
laws forbidding all forms of blasphemy e. The report, which covers July through June , details U. These
constitutional provisions do not necessarily guarantee that all elements of the state remain free from religious
intolerance at all times, and practice can vary widely from country to country. State Department cited China,
Myanmar , Iran, Iraq and Sudan for persecuting people for their religious faith and practices. Christians can
point to the example of Jesus spending much of his time in the company of non-believers, heretics, and social
outcasts - but this should not be mistaken for tolerance. The first is a callous disregard for the eternal salvation
of unbelievers. In Pakistan blasphemy directed against either the tenets of the Qur'an or the Prophet
Mohammed is punishable by either life imprisonment or death. While tolerance requires only passivity, love
demands action. Our future may very well depend upon our ability to coexist peacefully with people of other
faithsâ€”people who live just around the corner, no longer across a border or on the other side of an ocean.
Those countries receiving a score of 1, indicating the highest level of religious freedom, were Estonia ,
Finland , Ireland , the Netherlands , Norway and the United States. What's the name of the disciple who was
prophesied to disown Christ, and how many times would he do this before the cock cried? Finland , for
example, has the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Finland and Finnish Orthodox Church as its official state
religions, yet upholds the right of free expression of religion in article 11 of its constitution. In its annual
report on international religious freedom, the U. The essence of most religious faiths is the belief in a higher
power, one or ones who stands in ultimate control and by whom we will be held accountable. The latter is
pragmatic and certainly fits better in to a modern multicultural society, but such a belief has been forced upon
Christianity by secularism and ultimately robs Christianity of any automatic claim to moral authority. Finally,
I could remain at the bridge, frantically warning drivers to turn back - perhaps even risking my life by jumping
in the road on such a foggy night. If we believe that our future rests upon our ability to live together in peace,
then our first responsibility is to look within ourselves at what stands in the way of that. Unfortunately this is
rarely the case. Article 18 also allows for the freedom to change religion. They believe themselves to be
correct, but are not making strong efforts to convert people to their belief system. Is it ethical to accept the
delusion of another person in the full knowledge that they are condemning themselves to eternal torture? In
which gospel is Jesus described as having existed prior to his appearance on Earth? Conclusion[ edit ]
Religious tolerance has two main sources. We all have primary responsibility for our own selves, and yet even
in this we occasionally find ourselves powerless to change. China was given a score of 6 overall, however
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Tibet was listed separately in the 7 category. It is a foggy night, and I am aware that the bridge further up the
road has collapsed. The United Nations upholds the right to free expression of religious belief in articles and
18 and 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights while article 2 forbids discrimination on the basis of
religion. Popes, archbishops and rabbis have all come out in the past to preach a message of tolerance - when
in reality one would expect their line to be one of "we're right, they're wrong! DeMille's The Ten
Commandments. Forgive as the Lord forgave you" Colossians  As Pascal, in his famously cynical wager
suggested belief in God as a kind of pragmatic way to hedge one's bets. When was the Bible written, and what
languages was it written in?


